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Article Galaxy Reference Manager is your single-source solution 

for scientific search and discovery, one-click literature access, 

bibliographic reference management, and copyright-managed 

PDF collections. Enjoy robust literature management in a central 

location and unleash the full power of Article Galaxy’s on-demand 

literature access, right from your Reference Manager interface.

Single-Point Reference Management:

 M Search 15,000+ journals and PubMed with integrated discovery.

 M Import and manage references in bibliographies.

 M Tag references by keyword in self-populating folders.

 M Purchase full-text journal articles on the spot 24/7.

 M Cite and write for convenient publishing in MS-Word.

Secure. Efficient. Compliant.

Reference Manager provides security, 

administrative controls, privacy, and 

facilitates copyright compliance at 

every step of the workflow.

The Article Galaxy Platform
Discover how Article Galaxy—

Reprints Desk’s award-winning 

platform for research intelligence 

and on-demand access to scientific, 

technical & medical (STM) journal 

content—is continuously setting 

new standards for performance and 

customer satisfaction. Learn more 

info.reprintsdesk.com/why-article-

galaxy 

Get Started Today
Simply log in or register for your new account, and add Reference Manager  

to your personal dashboard of Gadgets!  Visit the Gadget Store Now!

Reference Manager Gadget:
Faster Research. Smarter Bibliographies.

http://www.reprintsdesk.com
https://www.reprintsdesk.com/login/login.aspx


The Gadget Store

LEARN MORE: https://info.reprintsdesk.com/gadget-store

Personalize Your  
Research Experience

Search or Browse Gadgets

Create Your  
Own Dashboard

Sign Up For Free

Enterprise-Wide Collaboration

Reference Manager’s Group Bibliography* enables a fully copyright-compliant 

library of scientific literature—where all researchers in your organization 

can access and share your collection of previously acquired PDF articles for 

which re-use licenses exist.

 M Improve research outcomes with secure collaboration.

 M Reduce costs with duplicate order alerts.

 M Ensure copyright compliance with re-use rights notifications.

*Exclusively available with Enterprise subscription and suitable copyright permissions.

Automated Search & Discovery

Never miss out on relevant content! Time-saving ‘Smart Folders’ let you create 

keyword-driven bibliographies—that automatically and continuously populate 

based on your specified queries. Choose to query references across all of your 

personal and group folders, or from within a single bibliography.

Secure Collaboration

 � Follow and discuss research

 �Monitor TOC feeds

 � Share references and research notes

 � Collaborate on group bibliographies

 � Facilitate copyright compliance

 � Tag references and alert other users

Seamless Integration

 � Microsoft Word

 � Article Galaxy Widget

 � Google Scholar, PubMed

 � 70+ other discovery sites

 � And more

Efficient Workflow

 � Search bibliographic references

 �Manage PDF libraries

 �Organize workgroups

 � Acquire full-text papers


